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Stationary multifaceted asymmetric radiation from the edge and improved confinement mode
in a superconducting tokamak
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Stationary multifaceted asymmetric radiation from the edge~MARFE! is studied by gas-puffing feedback
control according to an empirical MARFE critical density (;1.831013 cm23) in the HT-7 Ohmic discharges
~where the plasma currentI p is about 170 kA, loop voltageVloop52 – 3 V, toroidal fieldBT51.9 T, andZeff

53–4!. It is observed that an improved confinement mode characterized byDa line emissions drops and the
line-averaged density increase is triggered in the stationary MARFE discharges. The mode is not a symmetric
‘‘detachment’’ state, because the quasi-steady-state poloidally asymmetric radiation~e.g., CIII line emissions!
still exists. This phenomenon has not been predicted by the current MARFE theory.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.017401 PACS number~s!: 52.55.Fa, 52.40.Hf
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A multifaceted asymmetric radiation from the ed
~MARFE!, which is characterized by a poloidally asymme
ric and toroidally symmetric band of cold and intense ra
ating plasma at the inner wall, has been observed on m
tokamaks@1,2#. The local density and temperature in th
MARFE has been measured experimentally@3#. It has been
observed that in many cases MARFE’s precede the den
limit disruption. The critical line-averaged density of
MARFE instability onset is observed within a very wide r
gion of densities on different tokamaks. A review of ea
published data on MARFE’s in tokamaks during strictly hi
density and lowZeff Ohmic operation@1# shows that the
MARFE typically occurs at a fraction of 40–70 % of th
Greenwald density limitnGW @4#. In the TEXTOR-94 limiter
tokamak, the highest critical density can be up to 130–20
of the Greenwald limit by the controlled localized recyclin
@5#. In the Tore Supra superconducting tokamak@6#, the criti-
cal density is only 12–22 % of the Greenwald limit. In th
HT-7 superconducting tokamak, the averaged density
MARFE onset~Zeff53–8 and 15–30 % of the Greenwa
limit @7,8#! is also observed to be very low in the discharg
of each campaign before the wall conditioning@9,10#. How-
ever, after rf boronization in the HT-7@10#, the MARFE
onset density is more than 120% ofnGW @7,12#. With good
wall conditioning~e.g., fresh siliconization and fresh boron
zation! in the TEXTOR-94@11#, the appearance of MARFE’
has been postponed up to 170% of the Greenwald limit.
critical conditions for the occurrence of a MARFE may
correlated to the edge plasma parameters, because it
localized instability within the edge region. It was eviden
that the critical value ofne(0.7a)Zeff in the MARFE onset
always correlated with the total input power which has be
observed in the FTU@13# and the HT-7 limiter tokamak
@7,12#, wherea is the radius of the plasma column. In th
TEXTOR-94, dependence of the edge electron densityr
5a11 cm) on the heating power was also observed@14#.
Therefore, it suggests experimentally the importance of
purity radiation and localized power balance in the MARF
formation.
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The lifetime of MARFE’s is observed in the time scale
from about of the global particle confinement timetp ~the
‘‘nonstationary’’ MARFE! to more than the several tens oftp
~the ‘‘stationary’’ MARFE! @15#. Experimentally, the globa
particle confinement time is about 15–20 ms typically in t
HT-7. In many cases, the nonstationary MARFE is a prec
sor of a major disruption, and it demonstrates a nonstation
behavior: moving along the inner wall of a tokamak, chan
ing its size and brightness, disappearing, and appearing a
naturally. However, the long-lifetime stationary MARFE
are usually produced in the tokamaks by a stocha
magnetic-field control@6# or a feedback-controlled gas pu
@16#. The lifetime of stationary MARFE’s~.215 ms! shows
a quasisteady state in the HT-7 MARFE feedback exp
ments.

There have been several theories developed to exp
MARFE formation and development@17–24#. MARFE’s can
occur when the plasma edge density is high and results f
an imbalance between the power flowing along magne
field lines at the edge and the power lost locally due to
diation @17–23#. An increase in the density in a tokama
beyond a certain limit produces MARFE. And a further i
crease in density usually leads to a disruptive collapse of
temperature profile, but under certain conditions evolves i
a cool poloidally symmetric edge distribution in which vi
tually all of the plasma heating power is radiated and
plasma is detached from the limiter@22#. In those models,
the mechanisms responsible for the MARFE instability a
impurity radiation @17–23# and/or localized recycling
@5,24,25#. A distinction between these two driving mech
nisms can hardly be made experimentally, because the
lease of carbon is connected to the hydrogen flux@25#. The
MARFE instability can be affected by the localized recyclin
and hence the plasma-wall interaction@24#. The latest results
on spectroscopic studies of stationary MARFE’s
TEXTOR-94 indicated that the enhancement of the hydroc
bon emission confirms the increase of a plasma-wall inte
tion in the vicinity of the MARFE@15#.

In this Brief Report, we present a stationary MARFE e
periment based on the observation of multichannelDa and C
III line emissions in the HT-7: an improved confineme
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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mode plasma exists in the stationary MARFE’s which is p
duced by the feedback gas-puff method. It is clearly o
served that the poloidally asymmetric CIII line radiation
state is a stationary state~;215 ms!, and the deuterium flux
Da suddenly drops for a phase of about 50 ms in all of
Da channels in the stationary MARFE state. It is very int
esting for understanding the mechanism of the MARFE
stability. This result is repeatable in the HT-7 MARFE fee
back experiments, and it is consistent with the results
low-density MARFE experiment in Tore Supra@6#.

The Hefei Tokamak-7~HT-7! is a superconducting toka
mak @7#; it was reconstructed from the original Russian T
tokamak in 1994. During the Spring experimental campa
in 1998, a feedback control system to simultaneously con
plasma current, density, and displacement was developed
put into daily operation. The HT-7 tokamak has a major
dius ofR51.22 m, a minor radius ofa50.26– 0.28 m in the
circular cross section, a stainless-steel liner, two fixed,
one movable stainless steel limiter with molybdenum ti
The operational temperature of the first wallTw is about
80–130 °C in the HT-7 superconducting tokamak. There
two layers of thick copper shells in the HT-7, and betwe
them are located 24 superconducting coils which can cr
and maintain a toroidal magnetic field (BT) up to 2.5 T for
steady-state operation. The technique of rf wall condition
within a steady-state high toroidal magnetic field has b
routinely used in daily experiments@9,10#. The HT-7 Ohmic
heating transformer has an iron core and can offer a magn
flux of 1.7 V s at its maximum. The main diagnostic syste
for this study ~see Fig. 1! has been described in our pu
lished papers@8,26–28#.

The improved confinement mode induced by a ‘‘natura
MARFE has been observed in the HT-7 tokamak@26#. Re-
cently, stationary MARFE’s with a long lifetime by the ga
puff feedback control was studied in the HT-7. Simil
MARFE feedback~to control the critical CII or C III line
radiation near the inner wall! experiments were also studie

FIG. 1. A chord view of the vertical five-channel HCN interfe
ometer~from low field to high field at120, 110, 0,210, and220
cm!, nine-channelDa emission~Ch. U1–U9 from top window!,
35-channelDa emission ~Ch. 1–35 from bottom window!, 10-
channel CIII emission, four-channel bremsstrahlung emission m
surements and one-channel OII line emission chord in the HT-7.
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in the TEXTOR-94 @16#. An empirical threshold density
which is given from the HT-7 database of the MARFE ons
~that work has been published in our works@7,8#! for each
shot, is used to trigger a stationary MARFE as a critic
density for feedback gas puffing in our experiments. T
plasma current and displacement is also feedback-contro
in the HT-7 as mentioned above. Figure 2 shows typicall
feedback gas-puff plasma for triggering the stationa
MARFE in the HT-7 Ohmic discharge~shot no. 28976!. The
plasma currentI p is about 170 kA, loop voltageVloop
52 – 3 V, toroidal field BT51.9 T, Zeff53–4 @9#, R
51.22 m, a50.28 m, electron temperature Te(0)
51.0– 1.1 KeV, ion temperatureTi(0)5500– 600 eV, and
the empirical MARFE onset density@see Fig. 2~c!# for feed-
back control in this shot is about 1.831013cm23;26% of
the Greenwald limitnGW (6.931013cm23) as shown in Fig.
2~c!. The stationary MARFE@see Figs. 2~f! and 2~g!# is pro-
duced for more than 215 ms by the MARFE feedback c
trol, and its lifetime is terminated by the programmin
plasma current quench started att5400 ms in shot no.

FIG. 3. Multichannel CIII line measurements for confirmin
stationary MARFE state in the HT-7 Ohmic discharge~shot no.
28976!.

-

FIG. 2. A long lifetime stationary MARFE feedback experime
in the HT-7 limiter tokamak~shot no. 28976!, where the MARFE
threshold presetting is provided by the HT-7 MARFE onset da
base.
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28976 of Figs. 2~a!, 2~f!, and 2~g!. Figure 3 shows the mul
tichannel CIII measurements to identify the spatial and te
poral evolution of the stationary MARFE in the HT-7. It
identified that a sudden modification occurs att5185 ms in
the channels from No. 5 to No. 8 of CIII radiation as shown
in Figs. 3~h!–3~k!. The MARFE onset is also observed in
signal of the bremsstrahlung emission~Brems. Ch. 2, see
Fig. 1!, but it is not observed in the OII line emission for
shot no. 28976. Figure 4 shows the multichannelDa mea-
surements~no. 28976!, and it is observed thatDa emissions
suddenly drop att5189 ms in the all ofDa channels, which
covers the whole region of MARFE plasma and MARF
free plasma. It is a typical improved confinement mode@26#
which exists for about 50 ms during the stationary MARF
@see Fig. 4~f!# discharge, and it disappears att5239 ms in
Fig. 4. The density profile is studied and shows that ther
no obvious change in its profiles during the whole station
state. However, the electron temperature profile~see Fig. 5!
shows a weak internal transport barrier~ITB! at r 50.5a in
the improved confinement mode plasma. It was measure
a new ECE diagnostics@28#. The observation of the plasm
profiles in this experiment is different from the ‘‘natura
result in Ref. @26# where the ITB localized a
r 50.35a– 0.71a was observed in the electron density pr
files during the improved confinement phase. The plas
confinement parameters in the experiment will be studied
detail with the optimized operation in the future.

The onset density of stationary MARFE is quite a
lower than the Greenwald density limit in the HT-7@8# and
the Tore Supra superconducting tokamak@6#. It is known that
density limits are distinguished in two ways. In the Ohm
and auxiliary heated discharges with low-Z impurities, the
density is limited by a radiative collapse that leads to for
ing the symmetric radiation belt around the shrinki
plasma. This density limit can be increased until the radiat
power equals the total input power before triggering lar
scale instabilities. This limit is well understood now. Anoth

FIG. 4. Improved confinement mode in stationary MARF
~ICMISM! plasma indicated by the HT-7 multichannelDa measure-
ments~No. 28976!.
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density limit is found to scale with the averaged current d
sity in tokamaks for strong auxiliary heating by Greenwa
et al. @4#, and the MARFE instability is though to play a rol
in the destabilizing process of the discharge operated n
the Greenwald limit @1#. However, a factor is that the
MARFE onset density was widely observed from 12%
200% of the Greenwald limitnGW in tokamaks. Therefore
the mechanism research of the Greenwald limit a
MARFE’s is still important in plasma physics.

In summary, stationary MARFE’s have been studied
the HT-7 MARFE feedback experiments since 1999. It
observed that the improved confinement mode can also
triggered in the stationary MARFE discharges by gas-p
feedback control. The lifetime of the improved confineme
mode in stationary MARFE’s~ICMISM! is about 40–100 ms
in the HT-7 Ohmic discharge. The ICMISM is observed
the long-lifetime MARFE discharges with the high value
Zeff ~53–8! and the low value of density~515–30 % of
nGW! conditions. The occurrence and the disappearanc
the ICMISM have not been well understood and controlle
The plasma confinement parameters in the ICMISM will
studied in detail with the operational optimization. Th
ICMISM plasma implies that the intense localized and glo
Da recycling flux is not important in the development
stationary MARFE’s experimentally, though the MARF
formation may be triggered by localized recycling or imp
rity radiation independently in current models. This pheno
enon was not studied by the present MARFE theories.

The authors wish to thank the HT-7 team for help with t
experiments. This work was supported by the National Na
ral Science Foundation of China, Contract Nos. 197895
and 10005010.

FIG. 5. Evolution of the electron temperature profiles around
occurrence of the event.
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